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President’s Message

I hope everyone has fond memories of summer paddles which will help you survive
the pending winter! A sunny Retreat, a hot July and a long, warm fall contributed to
a wonderful paddling season on the ocean, ponds, lakes and rivers of our Province.
We had visits by a father and son from Germany who paddled from Embree to St.
John’s, during which they had only 4 rainy days and, halfway through, stopped taking
pictures of the ever present icebergs and whales which had become “common place”
during the trip. Kate Hartland from the USA paddled, solo, Fortune Bay, and expressed
how fortunate we are to have such an exceptional place to paddle. (No offence Kate,
however we already knew that – but then again, it is great to be reminded!)

The Club had a busy year because of the support of the membership; Wilderness
First Aid course (25 people); pool sessions at the Aquarena and Gander are a
challenge in our wild 2014 winter, however well attended; Spring Canoe/kayak skills
Ebb & Flow Editor:
school with 25 participants and a dozen instructors (all volunteer); canoe instruction
Sean Dawe
on Signal Hill put off by club volunteers in support of Parks Canada “Learn to Camp”
program; seven club kayak paddles; 10 club canoe paddles; clean-up of Long Pond,
Letters to the Editor:
St. John’s; Central Safety Day; Paddlesmart presentations (10) to a variety of groups
Address your letters and comments to and the continued publication of the Ebb and Flow, all of which we are very proud!
sean-dawe@hotmail.com. Members
are encouraged to submit their
This edition of Ebb and Flow includes a variety of articles on Club and individual
suggestions and concerns.
activities. At the Annual General Meeting, the Club presented Austin Anthony with
the Making Waves award for his leadership in the paddling community in the Province.
This edition includes reports on trips across the island including the perspective from
our German friends. Gerard Keough explains that safe paddling must include practices
Cover Photo: Retreat day paddle,
2014 . Image courtesy of Brian Miller. which limit exposure to the sun. Gerard’s story is from his personal perspective of
dealing with skin cancer. His message is clear: “cover up before you paddle!”
Newsletter Submissions:
Paddle Newfoundland & Labrador is
the provincial club for recreational
paddling.

Although expensive to print and deliver, the Board concluded we should continue to
print and distribute the magazine as widely as possible. In most cases, there are at
least two safety articles so, the more they are read, the safer we all are. Furthermore,
we should share our love of paddling with those who have not discovered our joy!
Once you have read your magazine, perhaps drop it off at some location where others
would have the opportunity to enjoy it. If you are aware of groups or locations who
would be interested/could benefit from the magazine, please inform the Board so we
can provide copies.

Submissions for future issues of this
newsletter are welcomed. Not all
can be published and rights are
reserved to edit submissions for style,
The Board is looking forward to 2015 and hope to finalize a guest speaker for the
spelling and length.
Retreat before Christmas. By mid January, there will be a schedule of all events,
including club paddles! No kidding, this will be done! The pool sessions will include
paddling clinics, the Olympics, first aid and canoe session(s). In other words, we plan
on having a special evening every 3 to 4 weeks. A subcommittee has been established
to review and update safety policies - and we will be soliciting your input. The
Wednesday night “dry” sessions will include stories of trips to wonderful areas of the
www.paddlenl.ca
province, introduction to GPS and one night where there will be presentations by
(Continued on page 5) President
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Jörg and Hannes Knorr

Two paddlers (Jörg and Hannes Knorr) from Flensburg, Germany meters to our kayaks makes me realize how small we are
set out to travel the northeast coast of Newfoundland. In June/July
and how natural it is for some animals to spend their life in
2014 father and son paddled from Lewisporte in Notre Dame Bay
these waters. I wonder if they ever realize how fortunate they
south to St. John’s.

Jörg:

are to just dive below the surface and carry on every time we
face headwinds. On the other hand they probably never get

Why Newfoundland one might ask. I would answer:
Why not? The Atlantic province is not a particular
touristy place. That is already a pretty good reason
from my point of view. In addition to that, it offers
spectacular icebergs, encounters with whales and
Newfoundland’s people whose hospitality stands
out.
We were lucky in every way possible. The weather
was just right, the Atlantic generally gentle and what
we saw and experienced exceeded our expectations
by far.
Hannes:
We start paddling from Lewisporte on a clear day
with a flat ocean, blue sky and bergy bits all around
us. It seems too good to be true and we both already
know that coming here to paddle was the right decision. After to see the thick grey fog banks which move along the rocky
our way north to Twillingate is blocked by sea ice, we turn shore with green trees on top of them.
east and reach the open ocean with less sea ice but even
(Continued on page 10) Neufundländer
bigger icebergs. Approaching a piece of ice which is 25
meters high takes our breath away numerous times. The
different shades of white, blue in contrast to the grey sea and
This newsletter has been prepared,
the sound of melting water are impressions we cannot just
printed and distributed with funding
get used to.

provided by Transport Canada.
After about two and a half weeks of only meeting fishermen
on the water, we see our first whale. From here on, we cross
paths with humpbacks every day. Seeing them emerge from
the water like submarines and having them as close as five
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Paddle NL Canoe/Kayak Skills Course
Spring 2014

Gary Thomas

For over twenty years the Tumblehome Canoe Club has held an Annual Canoe Skills School. In 2014, Paddle NL expanded
on this tradition by adding an introduction to Kayaking to the course offerings. Thanks to a dozen volunteer instructors and
the support of the City of St. John's, through the use of their canoes and kayaks at the Rotary Sunshine Camp, the course
was enjoyed by 25 enthusiastic participants.
The course started with a mid week pool session which included classroom and pool components. The pool sessions
focused on the safety aspect of boating, allowing students a chance to participate in various types of rescues and to
experience the limits of their boats in a controlled environment. Paddle NL and the students were very fortunate that some
of the most skillful paddlers in the Province volunteered their time to provide top level instruction.
The City's Rotary Sunshine Park was the scene for the outdoor component of the school. The sessions expanded on
paddling skills and safety instruction, pursuant to Paddle Canada's requirements. The comfort and skill improvements
achieved by the participants at the School was impressive.
Paddle NL looks forward to presenting the Annual Skills School again in late May 2015. If you know anyone who might be
interested in paddling, please inform them of the school. You can contact the School via the following email address:
paddle.nl@gmail.com Once the dates are finalized, they will be posted on the website.
More pictures from the Skills School can be found on page 24.

Hazen Scarth
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“Raise your paddle if you’re sure!”

Paddle Newfoundland & Labrador

President

(Continued from page 2)

by paddlers who found themselves in difficult
situations and how they were resolved.
Thanks to all the volunteers and club members for
your support. To Mountain Equipment Co-op
(MEC), The Outfitters, Subaru, McGruer Agencies,
North Atlantic Petroleum, Prettysafe Enterprises,
the Guv’nor Inn and Transport Canada - thanks
very much for your sponsorship.

Where do

Courses start May 2015

Please join us to celebrate the Christmas/Holiday
season at the Rocket on Water Street, Saturday,
December 13th from 7:00 to 10:00. Bring your
instruments and appetites for some of the best
finger food in the city! Most of all come, for a chat
and, if at all possible, please RSVP if you are
coming…we don’t want anyone to go away hungry.

Image courtesy of Tony Roestenberg

Merry Christmas and have a great holiday!

Cold weather paddling, while it does have its challenges, certainly has its rewards. Here, Tony Roestenberg is cruising
under the cliffs of Bell Island on a crisp early Spring day in 2014. Note: On this day,Tony’s kayak is not sporting the reindeer
antlers as seen in the image above. This wonderful picture was taken by our Club President, Hazen Scarth.
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Paddling on Signal Hill
By: Dale Butler

Image courtesy of Narcissus Walsh

Introduction

Canoeing on Signal Hill

“Hmm, canoes on Signal Hill....that's odd.” I'm sure that very Paddle Newfoundland and Labrador (PNL) was asked to
statement was going through the minds of many of the visitors participate in the program this by offering a Canoeing
Workshop. PNL Members introduced workshop participants
to Signal Hill on August 23, 2014.
to canoeing by reviewing the parts of a canoe, parts of a
Parks Canada hosts a Learn to Camp Program at many sites paddle and basic canoeing strokes. Participants were then
across Canada each year, including Signal Hill National taken out onto Georges Pond to experience canoeing - some
Historic Site. This Program, co-presented with Mountain for the very first time!
Equipment Co-op, teaches
There were three
participants how to take
sessions
held
successful camping trips from
throughout the day,
camping experts and nature
with each session
enthusiasts and is in its third
running
for
year of operation at Signal
Hill. Parks Canada also
approximately 75
offered it for the first time this
minutes. During the
year at Castle Hill National
first session, the
wind
increased
Historic Site (located at
significantly
and
Jerseyside, Placentia).
many participants
Learn to Camp Program
not
used
to
canoeing found it
Participants take part in a fun
easier to have one
and safe weekend outdoors.
of our volunteers
There are workshops on
take them out for a
setting up tents, making
guided paddle of
campfires and cooking by
the pond. With high
Narcissus Walsh winds, the last two
camp stove. The program
also included plant and wildlife interpretive walks, a sessions were only offered guided paddles of the pond. This
stargazing session, a ghost story session tailored to children, did not detract from the enthusiasm and excitement of the
and for the first time as part of this program, a canoeing participants.
(Continued on page 11 ) Signal
session!
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Sticking it to the Duck at Great Colinet Island
A tale of paddling and culinary delights
Words and pictures by Tony Roestenberg

In June 2011 a group of us paddled around Great Colinet
Island on a day trip but noted the possibility of revisiting for
a kayak camp trip. We finally got around to it on the weekend
of June 21st when Brian Duffett, Dean Fillier, Clyde Hillier and
I arrived at Admiral’s Beach to do a one night kayak camp
trip. Hazen Scarth would join us later in the day.
We drove to Admiral’s Beach where we immediately began
to load the kayaks under mainly bright sunny skies polkadotted with fluffy cumulous clouds. A little breeze was blowing
towards us on the beach. The weekend looked promising.
We got underway just before 11:00 and made the short 1.5
kilometer crossing to Bluff Head at the northern extremity of
the island. Rounding Bluff Head, we were in Regina Cove
where we floated for some time watching a group of seals
pop up here and there all the while maintaining a safe
distance from us.

base of coals over which the duck would bathe in its own
juices. With the fire started we set up the tents and Dean’s
new tarp dubbed “Big Yellow”.
When the fire was ready, we dealt the duck the coup de grace.
Rather, it may have been more of a humiliation - no,
brutalization. It, not being completely thawed, resisted
impalement on the roasting stick and a second insertion
attempt was necessary. With the duck positioned over the
fire, happy hour commenced. Between swallies, we took
turns to keep the home fires burning under the sweating duck
and also keeping an eye out for Hazen, who arrived at 5:30
to join the festivities.

The duck was in full sweat mode while we salivated. There
was considerable discussion whether the duck was
completely roasted after a couple of hours. Finally, we
concurred it was done and it came off the fire. Hazen “carved”
the duck and we had our duck supper. It was a beta test for
We dallied long enough and had to move on, exiting Regina round two in Fortune Bay later in the summer.
Cove to begin our paddle down the west side of the island
into a bit of southerly wind that made it just a little bit of work. After the gourmet supper we stoked the fire to its full potential
At the southern end, the unlimited fetch and the shallow water and glory as the presence of the duck no longer constrained
forced us to steer a wide berth around and into Wild Cove. its size. There was plenty of wood to feed the fire, but we
A bit more wind and it’s not hard to envision how it got its had to be careful not to disturb the numerous gull nests on
name. Catching some surf rides on the following swell, we the beach. Twilight settled in and it got cooler. We donned
were pushed quickly towards the beach and two and a half coats and huddled closer to the fire with refreshments in hand.
hours later after leaving Admiral’s Beach we landed in Wild Later, with the wood supply exhausted, we drifted off to our
tents to fall asleep serenaded by the gentle waves lapping
Cove having logged 14 kilometers.
on the beach.
Dean had bought a duck which we intended to roast so one
(Continued on page 12 ) Duck
of the first orders of business was to get a fire going for a
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Sunscreen and Sun Protection:
Use it or Lose it!
Gerard Keough’s cautionary tale of the
perils of too much sun.

Sean Dawe

I’ve spent a good portion of my life enjoying the outdoors in
one form or another. I’ve been an avid cross-country skier,
mountain biker, hiker, canoeist and camper wherever I’ve lived
and for the past 10 years I’ve been somewhat obsessed with
kayaking. I say “obsessed” because I quit my real job about
6 years ago to get involved in kayaking full time and have
worked in the outdoor/adventure tourism business since then.
I’ve spent the majority of the past 6 summers as a sea kayak

guide with The Outfitters; averaging about 100 days/year on
the water in that capacity. I also paddled about once a week
throughout the off season, mountain biked regularly and
X-country skied regularly in season. The point being, I spent
a great deal of time outdoors and in the sun.
I have to admit to being one of those people who probably did
not use sunscreen often, if at all, in the early days of my
adventuring. Being a person of fair skin, I have had my fair
share of sunburns over the years and these were to be
expected. It was probably about 10 years ago, prior to my
returning home to NL, that I noticed that my ears and face
were often quite sore following a particularly long day in the
sun. There was a great deal of talk in the media and
elsewhere regarding the increased incidence of skin cancer
in North America and the need to wear sunscreen, even on
those hazy days when the sun isn’t really shining through. It
became clear to me that I needed to start wearing sunscreen
more consistently on those days when I was outdoors for
long periods of time. However, I have to admit that, on the
hazy days and in spring and fall when the temperature is
cooler, I most often chose not to apply sunscreen, thinking
erroneously that the sun was not strong enough to hurt me.
I returned home to NL in 2006. The first couple of years, the
weather was anything but bright with a couple of RDF (a
local term denoting Rain Drizzle and Fog) summers in a row
(2007&2008) and good skiing winters. During that time I
worked in an office (Mon – Fri) and was on the go some
evenings and most weekends with kayaking, skiing or
mountain biking. I must admit again that my use of sunscreen
was sporadic at best and usually motivated by a sunburn on
the previous excursion.
In the summer of 2009 I started working for The Outfitters
as a Sea Kayak Guide and certainly have spent a great deal
of time exposed to the sun. Since then, I have been much
better at applying sunscreen and encouraging others to do
so. It has become part of my pre-paddling ritual or routine
(Continued on page 11)
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Gear Review:
MSR DragonFly Stove
Tony Roestenberg
My earliest camping days were booting it over the highway
to Gushue’s Pond Park by car when space to carry camp
gear was not an issue. My stove was the standard green
double burner Coleman. It functioned well so, eons later
when kayak camping called, I stuck with the trusted Coleman
name. I bought a one burner.
In my experience, that stove had three settings: full blast,
slightly less than full blast and off. It was great for boiling
water and reheating food. Pancakes, for example, were a
chore. I tried everything from holding the frying pan above
the flame to raising the pan placing various sized stones
between the flame and the pan. After a couple of years I
decided there had to be a better way.

I’ve used it a few times now and the verdict is in. I was not
disappointed. The specs state “The DragonFly can sustain
any output from candle flame to full bore, making it ideal for
soufflés and stove-top baking”. Flat out open it boils water
in no time. The only drawback, for camping companions
I looked at stoves others had such as the MSR WhisperLite. anyway, is it sounds like a jet airplane taking off. It is loud.
Its heat was also not highly adjustable. I didn’t do a whole
lot of research other than that because a very experienced The big bonus of the DragonFly is that its flame can be
camper put me on to the MSR DragonFly and trusted his adjusted to a whimper. That’s great if you’re preparing
opinion. After checking it out on the MEC website, I was sold. gourmet dishes such as escargots fried in garlic and butter,
which is of course, a frequent occurrence *lol*. Or, mundane
fare such as pancakes. And, it’s a lot smaller than the one
burner Coleman, saving room for other stuff.
At the time of writing, the MEC site shows 88 product reviews
with an overall rating of 4.5 stars out of 5. The only thing
better I think is the electric kitchen range which will be hard
to fit in the day hatch.

Relaxing at Grammy’s house in Calvert after a lovely fall
paddle. Image courtesy of Hazen Scarth.
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Neufundländer (Continued from page 3)
When I’m kayaking, it calms me like nothing else can. I get
into a paddling rhythm and moving the boat through the water
seeing the coast slide by. My thoughts are free to wander
and the only things I have to focus on, every now and then,
are simple things like the ocean, the wind, the wildlife and, of
course, our next meal. There are no distractions around us
and, all of a sudden it seems so easy to just enjoy the here
and now. Of course, this state of mind changes with rougher
conditions but, even then, I feel in touch with my surroundings
through my paddle - which lets me go on (most times).
Going paddling with my dad for weeks at a time is something
most people don’t get to experience. I have to get used to
spending so much time with him, only, and adapting to his
(paddling) rhythm. Nevertheless, we get along more than fine
for the entire time. Just like five years ago when we paddled
Haida Gwaii together. It is amazing how little verbal second breakfast, lunch and even to spend the night. Through
these encounters we learned a lot about Newfoundland’s
history, its unique way of life and, most of all, cod.
Jörg:
This journey was something very special. Apart from the
breathtaking nature, the peoples’ readiness to help and their
warm hospitality overwhelmed us. On the plane back to
Europe I thought to myself: now this trip is over, we are going
back home. But somehow I couldn’t help feeling that my
thoughts were still lingering in between icebergs, at tiny
fishing communities and on small islands in beautiful bays.
My head wasn’t ready to go home yet. One does not have to
originate from this part of earth to feel a connection to its
landscape and people.

communication is needed during the day to get what the other
person is thinking about.
The people we met on our way were outstanding. When we
asked for drinking water, it was provided. The locals let us
use their phones to call my mother back home, gave us rides
to the next convenience store, invited us in for coffee, a

After the night we spent in Trinity with Hazen, drinking
Screech, we definitely got the feeling that a part of us, now,
was a true Newfoundlander. Joe, and his family, literally
welcomed us in Paradise at the end of our journey. Many
memories will be stuck in our brains and, who knows, maybe
we will return sooner than we think. Even a part-time
“Islander” gets home-sick.

Image courtesy of Hazen Scarth
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Signal (Continued from page 6)
Canoe Workshop Impressions
There were 57 participants registered in this
year's Learn to Camp Program and the
majority of these people took part in the
Canoeing Workshop. Everyone, both young
and old, were happy to have the chance to
learn about canoeing and paddle on Signal
Hill.
Thank you to Narcissus Walsh, Alan
Goodridge, Greg Bennett and Dale Butler for
volunteering to organize this event. They
carted canoes to/from George Pond, instructed
participants in canoeing safety, ensured
participants were equipped with a properly
fitting life jacket and spent the day paddling
with participants and ensuring their safety and
happiness.
This session, despite the wind and rain, was
very well received by participants and
hopefully PNL will get the opportunity to
participate again next year. This was an
excellent opportunity to introduce people to
canoeing and build interest for the sport.
If you know anyone looking to learn essential
skills for camping, please encourage them to
check out Parks Canada's Learn to Camp
Program - http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/media/ltc-dlc/index.aspx).

David Taylor / Parks Canada

Sunscreen (Continued from page 8)
and I always have it handy during paddles to re-apply. That said, I also know that there have been occasions where I apply
any while thinking it’s not that hot today or I’m wearing my drysuit and that covers me enough, (insert your own excuse
here)…..
Fast forward to this summer and a small blemish appeared on the side of my nose. At first, I thought nothing of it. It’s only
a pimple from those french fries I like to enjoy on a scatter weekend or some other unhealthy food indulgence. In early
August of this past summer I pointed this blemish out to my Dr. and her response was an immediate referral to a specialist.
In late August I had a biopsy and in early September it was confirmed that I have the less aggressive type of skin cancer
(Basal Cell Carcinoma) and due to its location, surgery was required. I will admit to certainly being frightened and
overwhelmed by the diagnosis originally and some of that still lingers. There are no good kinds of cancer. However mine
was diagnosed early and my prognosis is excellent. My surgery is scheduled for Oct 24 and I’m grateful for our healthcare
system and their vigilance in these matters.
Has this experience changed me? You bet it has. I find myself seeking shade when I used to seek sun; I’m wearing a wide
brimmed hat when out in the sun and I’m even avoiding going out some sunny days. No more excuses! It’s a personal
safety issue. I use sunscreen now even on those cloudy, hazy days. I’ll be using it all winter when skiing, when mountain
biking, hiking and even when going for a short walk in town. As kayakers, canoeists or any water sport enthusiast, our
exposure to the sun’s ultraviolet rays does increase our susceptibility to skin cancer and we need to be very vigilant with
our own use of sun protection and in encouraging others to do so.

Ebb & Flow
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Duck

(Continued from page 7)

Sunday morning dawned cloudy and calm. Breakfast was
cooked in the still cool air, camp was broken and we bid adieu
to Wild Cove. Rounding Wild Head we were headed north
for home. Whereas the day before was primarily getting to
the camp site, Sunday was a relaxed paddle. The shore at

But, we couldn’t dwell on “progress” so we got back in our
kayaks to make the final paddle strokes back to Admiral’s
Beach. It was only two days. It seemed longer. I felt
refreshed after living in Wild Cove where not one light from
civilization could be seen, where the only chore was
relaxation and the only worry was whether enough
the southern end is spectacular with high cliffs of siltstone refreshment had been brought along.
beds of varying thickness gently dipping away from us
and dotted with little coves. We paddled and drifted and
paddled and drifted until we reached the site of the
resettled community of Mosquito where we got out to look
around.
The land where the community stood is still a wide open
grassy field rising to a backdrop of trees along the higher
ground. There, overlooking the former community, the
history of Mosquito lies in the ground punctuated by its
gravestones. Many stand at tottering angles and trees
have grown in the untended cemetery. Walking down
from the cemetery I wondered what life was like when
those resting in the ground there now were alive. All their
work to create a community has evaporated while the
people who moved across the bay look on, maybe
passively.
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Small Boat, Big Water!
Coastal Canoeing in Newfoundland and Labrador
Submitted by Richard Alexander

Richard Alexander

When the first Europeans arrived to the island portion of our
province they were met by groups of natives paddling on the
ocean in birch bark canoes, not kayaks but canoes. My canoe
instructor program run by Master Instructor, Kevin Redmond,
back in 1995 had an entire theory session on coastal
canoeing including such skills as calculating tides using tables
and a practical on the ocean. Up until about twenty years
ago, coastal canoeing was recognized as an important
discipline of canoeing both in our province and across the
country.
All that changed with the arrival of modern recreational sea
kayaking. The explosion in sea kayaking across the country
relegated coastal canoeing to a discipline of canoeing that
people “used to do”. We shouldn’t consider that a bad thing.
More people are getting out on the ocean in human powered
craft today than ever before. But many in our community,
myself included, felt that there was still value in the activity of
coastal canoeing and that an interest in canoeing on the
ocean could be rekindled. We just needed an opportunity.

requires more attention and focus from the paddler. You have
to be aware of swells, waves, winds, and changing
conditions.”
The program naturally reflects both of these realities. The
lake tandem program is a prerequisite for the coastal
program. Like the moving water program, participants are
required to have a solid foundation of boat control before they
begin the coastal program. This makes the program short
on stroke development and long on marine paddling theory
and application. Marine navigation, weather forecasting in
marine environments, sea state awareness, tide and current
prediction, location selection, judgement, group decision
making and understanding the types of canoes and
equipment that make coastal canoeing safer comprise the
bulk of the program. There is also no solo paddling in the
coastal program as forward momentum in wind is a
prerequisite for safety.

Then in 2008, Paddle Canada began working on a new
national canoeing certification program.
It was the
opportunity we had been waiting for. I was asked by Paddle
Canada to gather input from instructors across the country
and write the curriculum for the coastal canoe discipline for
inclusion in the national program. In 2010 that program was
launched.
Our “new” curriculum for coastal canoeing has a couple of
themes. First, salinity has no bearing on learning outcomes;
a j-stroke is a j-stroke whether it is done on fresh or salt water.
And second, the ocean is dangerous. Ocean wind, waves,
swell, current, landing zones, and exposure are significant
hazards for open boaters, hazards which most entering the
program will not be familiar. Recent coastal canoe program
participant Dale Butler agrees, “Paddling on the ocean

Ebb & Flow

Marine weather forecasting is essential for safe coastal paddling. Photo
credit: Corey Locke
(Continued on page 19)

Coastal
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Making a Difference!
At the Club’s Annual General Meeting on November
12, 2014, the ‘Making Waves’ award was
presented to Austin Anthony. To provide some
background and rationale for its decision, the Club
approached Derrick Burry, a long time acquaintance
of Austin to say a few words prior to the
presentation. Derrick explained that he felt
honoured to have been asked to perform this duty.
The 20 year relationship between Derrick and
Austin has been that of student, mentor, advisor
and friend. It is obvious that Derrick feels very much
indebted to Austin for all that he has done for him
over the years. We, too, as a Club are indebted to
Austin for his many years of promoting and fostering
the growth of paddling in this Province.
This honour has only been bestowed upon one
other individual - Alex McGruer - so the Club
thought it fitting that the presentation to Austin
should be made by Alex. This set the scene for two
“greats” of the provincial paddling scene to be
caught on “film”, so to speak!! As a Club, and as a
paddling community, we owe much to these two
individuals.
Two pillars of the paddling community in Newfoundland and Labrador.
Austin Anthony (l) receiving the ‘Making Waves’ award from previous So hats off to Austin Anthony, our most recent
recipient, Alex McGruer.
recipient of the ‘Making Waves’ award!
Image courtesy of Hazen Scarth

Sean Dawe
Editor, Ebb and Flow
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Short Days and Fall Colours
Paddling/Camping in October

By Hazen Scarth
My career required that I visit many areas of the Province,
including the West Coast. In the earlier years, we attempted
to develop the agricultural potential of the Goose Arm Road,
however it was not until 2005 that I finally saw the ocean side
of the Goose Arm or at least Penquin Arm, which is located
next to Goose Arm. In subsequent years, during which time
I was bitten by the kayak drug, I made a commitment - some
would call it a bucket list - to paddle the Goose Arm.
In the Fall of 2014, I decided the time had come to paddle
the Goose Arm, located near Cox’s Cove, about 45 minutes
drive from Corner Brook. I think paddlers would agree there
is as much talk about a trip as the trip itself. I mentioned my
plans to Gerard Keough and, let’s put it this way, I knew right
away he wanted to participate. The G-man is known for not
beating around the bush! As I would learn, Gerard has strong
connections to the West Coast as he grew up in Corner
Brook, which had given him the opportunity to visit the Outer
Arms of the Humber Arm. There are other places I wanted to
paddle, so I was able to convince Gerard we could break up
the drive to the west coast with side trips to Swale Island,
Terra Nova Park and Roberts Arm.
The challenge of paddling in the Fall is short days/long nights
and variable weather. The trip was postponed for four days
because of high winds. Initially, the plan was to depart
Newman Sound for Swale Island, however because of
distances and previous visits associated with the Retreat, we
departed from Happy Adventure. Why Swale Island?
Considering the short days and distance from town, it seemed
like a good spot for the first couple of days. Furthermore,
other paddlers had mentioned the area as a nice paddle with
particular reference to a tickle which could not be accessed
at low tide…presumably for motor boats. Following a three
hour paddle, with very few landing spots, we “discovered”
Seal Island and the tickle between Seal Island and Swale
Island….what a delightful place.

During our rest at Seal Island, we were entertained by a
minke whale, which seemed out of place considering the
narrow width of the tickle and the abundance of seaweed
which showed that the water next to the island was very
shallow. A couple of hours later, a beaver swam the same
waters as the minke! Both of these animals seemed out of
place, however we were gratified with the entertainment
which they provided.
The next day, the Fall winds returned with a vengeance as
we drove to Roberts Arm. Same question, why Roberts Arm?
I drove the TCH many times…the drive is long enough without
a detour to Roberts Arm, however one year we made the trip
while my daughter was at Salmon Festival. Nooks and
crannies, pretty communities left me with the sense this was
an area which would be great for a paddle. We arrived in the
rain with wet camping equipment, late in the day. It was
decided to check into the local hotel…an excellent decision.
The next morning we left a car at Triton; returned to Roberts
Arm for a fun ride to Triton. It was a brilliant fall day with
southwesterly winds and gusts to 40km. The islands, Sunday
Cove, Pilley’s and Triton are connected by several
causeways, of which we paddled through four. The scenery
was pleasant, however in some locations mussel farms
occupied extensive areas of our course. Indeed, just before
we arrived it was reported that residents were objecting to a
further expansion of the industry. Considering the importance
to the region’s economy, it is apparent the residents will have
a variety of opinions on this contentious development.
We compared the almost 30 km paddle to downhill skiing!
For the most part we just kept the boats on course as we
were pushed towards Triton. At times I think we were a little
embarrassed as to how easy the paddle was and that at
(Continued on page 23) Short
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Annual Retreat,
2014
A photographic
account courtesy of
Brian Miller.
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Coastal (Continued from page 13)
Having run the coastal canoeing program several times in
this province, I have come to the conclusion that equipment
plays a more significant role in coastal canoeing safety than
it does in many other disciplines. Those signing up for a
coastal program will typically not have made the investment
in equipment designed primarily for an ocean environment.
Besides the obvious Gore-Tex dry suit that is a necessity
when paddling in our ocean environment, the type of canoe
and its outfitting, or lack thereof, greatly impacts safety.

Paddling is not the only thing you can do on a coastal trip
Photo credit: Johnny Walsh

preferred style of boat. Tripping boats and moving water
tandem boats fit the bill much better. It is even better if the
boat has thigh straps and extra floatation, common in moving
water canoes. Thigh straps and extra flotation add greater
control, power and safety. But by far the best addition to a
canoe going out on the ocean is a spray deck. Spray decks
keep water out of the boat better than anything else. They
add significantly to comfort in bad weather and safety in
Decked canoes dramatically increase the safety of coastal canoeing.
waves. Recent coastal canoeing graduate Brian Brown is
Photo credit: Richard Alexander
sold on spray decks, “The limitations of a boat without a deck
are very apparent and limit the conditions that can be
Because paddlers sit at the ends of a canoe, the major paddled safely. I think that's the biggest point.” Decked
limiting factor in coastal canoeing is not wind but wave type canoes should be considered standard in advanced coastal
and height. The open topside of the canoe means that even canoeing environments.
moderate wind waves can break over the bow and fill the
boat with water. Canoes with rocker and flare are safer in Despite these inherent risks our province offers coastal
ocean environments. That means lake boats are NOT the canoeing environments that are truly world class. Paddling
with seals, whales, and icebergs and camping on ocean
beaches is extremely rewarding. It opens up a whole new
area, ripe for exploration by canoe. Greg Squires, another
recent coastal canoe course participant agrees. He thinks
there may even be some advantages of canoes over kayaks
when paddling on the ocean, “Coastal canoeing is
awesome! There's a freedom and comfort that you can't get
in a kayak and the tandem nature makes it a bit more social.
It's also very exciting being in an open boat on the ocean
and having to deal with variables you don't get on fresh
water--tides, confused water and icebergs! For overnighters,
it's a great way to go.”
There is also a practical element to the discipline and the
program. Doing trips on our great northern rivers, which
many would consider the pinnacle of canoeing; typically end
with a coastal paddle to the nearest community. This is true
even in our own province. In 2012 Jim Price, Mark Dykeman,
The exposure of the coastline is one of the most important considerations.
Photo credit: Corey Locke
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Water Rescue Exercises in Lewisporte
Barry Hicks

On June 7th, 2014, four members of PNL-Central chapter assisted the Lewisporte Fire Department in a water rescue
exercise. The kayakers staged an accident/capsize several kilometres from town and where rescued/recovered via watercraft
and a line from shore.
Great learning experiences were acquired by all involved! The four Club members who partook were George Burke, Chris
Vincent, Colin Hiscock, and Barry Hicks.
Editor’s Note: It is highly commendable that our Club members were willing to offer their time and efforts for such a worthwhile
cause. Just another fine example of the good things that PNL can offer our communities!! Well done, Gentlemen!
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Colin Hiscock in the water waiting for rescue!!

Hold on, Colin!

The big one that didn’t get away!!

(l-r) George Burke, Chris Vincent, Colin Hiscock and Barry
Hicks.
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Black Pearl:
Redux
Sean Dawe

Just two editions ago, I had an article describing a chop job The boat originally had a cockpit coaming made from laid up
I performed on my Point Bennett. In that case, I cut the entire fibreglass and epoxy, so it was really just a matter of cutting
deck off and replaced it with a new. While, in the, meantime, it off. This was, basically, as easy to do as it sounds. I simply
creating a new cockpit coaming and dropping in a skeg. Less
than a year after that “surgery”, I decided that the Black Pearl,
that sleek black craft that exudes all things sexy in a kayak
(if I may say so myself), needed to go under the knife to
correct some “issues” I was having.
The boat was built with an ocean cockpit, i.e., small, oval
and very hard to get into if you are in a hurry or have bad
knees. I suffer from the latter. Not long after I built the boat,
I started to regret the ocean cockpit. It was fine in the pool

took a handsaw and proceeded to cut the coaming off right
at the base (see image above).
As I was enlarging the cockpit opening, there was no need
to add to the existing deck - something I would have to do if
going from larger to smaller. I used the template from the
Point Bennett chop and simply taped it to the deck and cut.

or when launching from a nice ramp (see image above), but
not so much in dumping surf or a hard beach landing!! But
I was committed to the small cockpit because I spent over
150.00 dollars on a custom spray skirt!!! Unfortunately or
fortunately, I left said skirt at the pool one night and, lo and
behold, it went missing!! It never ever turned up. So, now I
had a boat with an ocean cockpit but lost my good skirt. I
had an old one from before but, I'll admit, I was just looking
for an excuse to get rid of the ocean cockpit, anyway. My left
knee had really been acting up and I was having a real bear
of a job actually just getting into the boat. These two excuses
were enough to plant the seed for a new project - tearing out
a perfectly good ocean cockpit coaming and replacing it with
a more standard keyhole configuration!! Oh, and while I am
at, why not drop in a skeg for good measure??

As with the Point Bennett, I decided to go with the “foam
mould” method of building up the new coaming. This involves
building up the shape of the new coaming using 3/4” thick
sheet of pink foam cut into thin strips and laid up to a rough
shape. The foam is then cut and sanded to the final form
(see image above). Multiple layers of fibreglass and epoxy
are built up over this form until the desired thickness is
(Continued on page 26 )
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Keith Payne, Darren McDonald, T.A. Loffler, and Marian Wissinik, flew by float plane into the lakes at the headwaters of
the Notakwanon River in Labrador. They utilized Lake skills, river skills, tripping skills and at the end, coastal canoe skills
to reach the community of Natuashish. Coastal canoeing has its place in our community and it’s great to see it making a
comeback.
For information, visit www.paddlecanada.com and http://www.nfkayak.com/15-content/34-wilderness-canoe-school.html

Richard is a former President of
Paddle Canada, a senior
instructor in multiple disciplines of
canoeing and kayaking including
Coastal Canoe Instructor Trainer.
He has run more than 160 Paddle
Canada courses and is the author
of Canada’s Coastal Canoeing
Icebergs are just one of the unique
aspects of coastal canoeing in
Newfoundland Photo credit: Corey
Locke

Just Another “4000 Words” from the Editor
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(Continued from page 17)

the end of the day we were not tired. Then again, perhaps Gerard and I had people and places to visit in Corner Brook
that is one of the advantages of sleeping in a hotel as so we decided to camp near the City, however all the parks
compared to an attempted sleep in a tent! It was back to were closed. Gerard convinced me to stay at the Kinsmen
Hotel Roberts Arm and, for the first time in
years, an evening of American Football!
En route to the West Coast, we had a two
hour paddle along Sunday Cove Island,
from the causeway, which connects the
island to the mainland to Port Anson. It
was interesting to look across the bay to
the area we paddled the day before and
to other areas which could be included in
multi-day paddles. In addition to the
scenery, Roberts Arm area provides many
options depending on weather and the skill
of the paddler. Gerard and I were not
aware of others who paddled the area,
however we would recommend it! We had
hoped to identify more camp sites,
however there were a few. Hotel beds and
downwind paddling made for very civil
paddling, however our thoughts now
turned to the outer Humber Arm…exciting
stuff for the two of us!

Hazen Scarth

Park located on the northern side of the Humber Arm.
Although the park gates were locked, Gerard soon hooked
up with one of the volunteers, who kindly offered us all the
firewood we could burn (he would have regretted the offer if
Tony was along for the trip) We entertained ourselves by
watching music videos on the iPhone and learning a bit more
about each other. We had a good sleep in -3 temperatures
and by early morning we were on the shores of Cox’s Cove,
looking at the scene I had imagined paddling for so many
years. Gerard chatted with locals who updated us with the
weather forecast and the implications of paddling to Northern
Arm…they convinced us that Goose Arm was the better
option.
We paddled the shoreline towards the cliffs which divide
Penguin Arm and Goose Arm. Despite the windy forecast
was, we enjoyed calm conditions for most of the day.
Although we had planned to paddle the North Arm, which is
bound by the Tablelands with steep cliffs with elevations in
the range of 2000 feet, we agreed Goose Arm “was not bad”
for the “silver paddle.” Actually, Gerard and I were almost
giddy as we paddled towards and then up the Goose Arm. It
was perhaps the most amazing paddle either of us had ever
experienced….we were in awe! Sheer cliffs rose a 1000 feet
from sea level and the desert like formations , with extensive
talus slopes at the Narrows, were a real treat!
One of the more exciting events of the trip took place just
before we took a “dog leg” turn to the north to pass through
Short
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Skills School 2014

Hazen Scarth
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(Continued from page 23)

the Narrows. A large sea animal aggressively surfaced within
a few feet of Gerard and just as quickly submerged. It was
black with a large dorsal fin…I am guessing 15 feet long.
Perhaps, because we heard of a large presence of tuna in
NL waters, I concluded it was a tuna. All Gerard saw was the
bubbles and disturbed water which traced the quick turn of
the “tuna.” If he had seen it, I can only wonder what is reaction
would have been!

lunch, the run back to Cox’s Cove took less than an hour…a
great way to finish the trip!
In conclusion, Fall paddling, with the changing colours, can
be rewarding. However, darkness arrives early; before 7:30
in early October, hence it is necessary to camp next to plenty
of firewood! We enjoyed the mix of camping and hotel
accommodations. So, if you are planning a trip next fall, for
more than a couple of days, we would recommend to include

We camped in the Narrows.
There are several cabins in the
area, however the extensive
fields made for ideal camp sites.
The area was used to pasture
horses associated with logging
many years ago. We have
discussed the site on several
occasions and concluded that a
portion of this special, unique
beautiful spot should be protected
for future generations.
We
paddled much of the Goose Arm
and enjoyed the fall colours and
dramatic
topography.
To
complete a perfect day, a flock of
at least 100 geese took off from
the Arm, presumably departing
for more southern climes! Yes,
the Arm is well named.
We capped off the evening with
a bonfire. We realized we were a
lucky pair of paddlers and hoped
that others would also have the
opportunity to paddle the area. In
the morning, we considered
paddling Penguin Arm but decided to go out the bay to see
if we could take a peak in North Arm. We tried, however the
wind increased with surprisingly large waves. We turned to
Eagle island about 7 km from Cox’s Cove. Following a quick

Alvin Quinlan on the Post-Retreat Paddle.
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a B&B. It’s OK to paddle downwind all day and it is equally
acceptable
and
sensible
to
have
comfortable
accommodations. A hotel at the end of the day will also allow
a longer paddle as there is no need to set up camp in mid
afternoon or to collect cords of firewood.

Image courtesy of Hazen Scarth
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achieved. This coaming took 10 layers of 6oz cloth - making
it pretty substantial. I pigmented the epoxy with black,
powdered printer tone to ensure the colour went all the way
through. Once semi-cured, the excess glass can be trimmed
with a razorblade knife. The foam mould is then chipped away
and final
shaping
a n d
sanding
of
the
coaming
t a k e s
place.

gluing
surface.
Once reinstalled, it
was just a matter of
filling in the slight
gap
between
“hatch” and decks
and
sand
as
required. The result
was a seamless,
i.e.,
invisible
surgery.
The only remaining
hole to make was
the small one to
accommodate the
skeg control box.
This was a pretty
straightforward install although I had to do some finagling with
the knob and cabling due to the fact that I did not receive all
the right parts!! Rather than wait, I simply came up with a very
suitable workaround!

With the
coaming the most
daunting
part of this project - out of the way, I moved on to installing
the skeg. I found that the kayak was handling reasonably well
without the skeg but found the “arse end” was getting pushed
around in following seas. I hoped that the installation of a
skeg would remedy this. After toying with the idea of building
The Pearl was painted with gloss black initially, but I decided
a skeg from scratch, I decided to go with a Kajak Sport kit.
to go with a flat black this time around. The main reason being
The aft deck plate/hatch on the Black Pearl is very small (a that I’ve taken a shine (pun intended) to the matte look and
mere 8” across), so there was no way that I could install the feel of spray-on truck bed liner. This stuff stands up better
skeg using that as an access. The easiest thing to do was than any paint I’ve used, so why not use it on an entire boat.
simply cut out a section of the back deck that would grant me It worked out great!! Don’t believe me, see images below!
easy access to the location of the future skeg.
But first I had to cut a slot in the bottom of the hull through
which the skeg
would protrude.
After marking
the slot on the
hull, I took my
trusty jig saw
and proceeded
to start cutting!!
Once satisfied
with the fit of
the skeg and
flange in the
hull,
I
proceeded to
cut the rear
deck. (see image upper right) I made sure that the hole was
large enough that I could easily work around the skeg box
inside. I would need sufficient space to build up a fillet of
thickened epoxy around the box to provide the required
strength - I certainly don’t want the skeg box to liberate itself
from the hull at any time!
The Black Pearl has a perfectly flat back deck, so replacing
the cut-out section and making it look “good as new” is not a
difficult task. I simply built up a plywood flange around the
underside of the opening that would provide support and a
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I must admit that I am more than pleased with how the boat
looks and, even more so, with the ease at which I can now
enter and exit. The addition of the skeg has certainly
increased tracking - most notably in following seas and in
surf! The spray-on bed liner is proving to be great coating.
No longer does the boat making that screeching sound that
it used to when scraping over sharp rocks. It now sounds and
feels more like a poly boat! And touch-ups are a breeze.
Simply spray over the scratched area, wait an hour and you’re
good to go. Who could ask for anything more?
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The Paddle Olympics

Sean Dawe

On March 18, 2014, the Paddle Olympics were held at the Aquarena in St. John’s. The event was held in collaboration
with The Outfitters who graciously provided the “medals”, i.e., t-shirts, hats and such. The organizers were creative with
regards to the various disciplines in which the paddlers had to compete. There was a good crowd on hand and a wide
range of skills and backgrounds were represented - just like the “real” Olympics!
While no “official” records of the winners were kept during the actual event, Hazen did provide the results in an email the
next day. Apparently, some of these are under protest for various reasons and, at least, one is under investigation by the
PNLOC (Paddle Newfoundland Olympic Committee) - apparently Alex’s Euro blade was larger than that allowed under
the regulations.
In the spirit of fairness, Hazen announced all participants as winners and names were drawn from a hat to determine who
got a prize!

Results:
- Fastest Paddlers: Sandy McGruer and Sean Dawe.
- Fastest Roller: Alex McGruer.
- Canoe Paddling a Kayak: Joe Carroll.
- Fastest to Stand Up in Kayak: Megan Denty.
- Find the Outfitter while Blindfolded: Joe Carroll.

- Upside Down Kayak Race: Reha Orbasli.
- The Balancing Paddler: Jake Haas.
- Catamaran Paddlers: Ron Schwartz and Jake Haas.
- Tug of War: Alex McGruer and Reha Orbasli.

Honourable Mentions:
Dave, Forest, Daniel, Narcissus, Derrick, Gerard, Alvin, Allison, Andrea and Rod. A big thanks to Craig for his assistance.

All pictures courtesy of Mary Chislett-Haas, mother of two-time Olympic champion, Jake Haas.
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THE ALL-NEW 2014

ALSO SUITABLE
FOR PAVED ROADS.
WELL
EQUIPPED
FROM

25,995

$

*

* See dealer for details.

The completely redesigned 2014 Subaru Forester puts the sport back in SUV.
With a roomier interior, more cargo space and a new power rear gate, you’ll be ready for any journey. Combine all that with
Subaru’s legendary symmetrical full-time AWD and X-MODE™ , a newly developed system that offers added control, and
even the most brutal road conditions will feel welcoming. Plus, the 2014 Forester is more fuel-efficient than ever.
The only question left is where to go next.

Capital Subaru, ofﬁcial sponsor of Kayak NL

150 Kenmount Road, St. John's | capitalsubaru.ca

